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TODAY’s WORKSHOP

• This workshop is more about relationships 
than it is about stroke

• It is about understanding what underpins our 
closest love relationships

• It’s about how relationships manage to adjust 
to major life changes

• And it’s about how YOU and WE can help in 
our interactions with patients and their 
partners



Research:  Relationship changes 
post stroke

This workshop is inspired by  
research into the changing 

nature of relationships 
following Stroke.



INVISIBLE PARTNERS

• It was very telling that when I set out to look at the 
literature about the impact of stroke on romantic 
relationships I found nothing out there.  

• I found lots of studies about caregiver burden and 
stress but in these studies all caregivers were lumped 
together regardless of prior relationship. I knew that 
many of them were wives and husbands, romantic 
partners, but they were lumped together with adult 
daughters, nieces etc. 

• It was as though their previous role as husband or wife 
had been subsumed by that of a caregiver! That most 
special of relationships had become invisible.



Research 

• When I spoke to the wives of men who’d had strokes this is exactly 
what they reported. 

• That their role had changed from one of partners to one of 
patient/caregiver and that 6-24 months down the line they realised 
that relationship was now dominated by this role to the extent that 
their previous partnership had disappeared. 

• Wives experienced this as a loss but then felt guilty for mourning 
this when they’d been told ‘you’re lucky he’s still alive’.  

• They felt there was no space to talk about relationship issues, no 
guidance. 

• They felt that they couldn’t ask and wouldn’t know who to ask.
• They felt that they had to accept their sex lives were over and that 

that part of their life was gone forever.



But does it have to be like that?

• There was one couple who fared considerably better 
• They had managed to keep their romantic relationship at the centre of 

everything that went on. 
• They had adapted their shared jokes and humour to their current 

circumstances. 
• They had continued to enjoy sexual interplay and touch despite full sexual 

intercourse, and conversation even, not being possible. 
• They had retained an essence of being a couple. 
• The love between them seemed almost palpable. 
• When they were asked to talk about how they met they spoke about it as a 

joined up narrative to where they were now and laughed and joked about 
their ‘early days together’. 

• This was in stark contrast to every other wife who’d spoken about their initial 
attraction and meeting as something past and detached, unconnected to their 
current circumstances.



• I found myself thinking about that couple over the next 
few years whilst working in therapy services. 

• I started wondering how we could help couples to 
navigate the very difficult transition in their 
relationships after stroke. 

• How we could help them keep hold of the essence of 
their relationship whilst everything about them was 
shifting.  

• And how could we do that whilst seemingly more 
important things are going on in terms of medical 
intervention and physical rehabilitation. 

• The answer I came up with is startlingly simple. 



We need to talk to them about their 
relationship

• But before we talk more about how we do this 
we’re going to think a little more about what 
relationships are and some of the things that 
influence them.



Partnership Relationships

• Various things influence relationships.

• Key things would be personality types and attachment styles that 
develop in infanthood.

• We are not going to talk about either of these today – otherwise 
we’d be here all day

• If you are interested in knowing more you can look it up (and test 
yourself) here:

• 5 area personality - https://www.123test.com/big-five-personality-theory/

• Personality Types (based on Myers Briggs) - https://www.16personalities.com/

• Attachment styles - http://www.web-research-design.net/cgi-bin/crq/crq.pl

https://www.123test.com/big-five-personality-theory/


So what is romantic love?

• We could answer at anything from a biochemical level to a 
philosophical level. 

• What we know from a neuropsychological level is that it is a 
delusion about another person’s worth. It is rose tinted spectacles. 

• It is about valuing things in that person that other people do not 
see. It’s about a connection with that person that other people 
don’t get. Shared jokes, maybe even shared language. Shared hopes 
and dreams maybe. It is a suspending  of reality in their favour. It is 
overlooking their faults and focusing on their more favourable 
characteristics.

• Occasionally we see elderly couples very clearly in love and 
researchers decided to test them to see how they were different to 
elderly couples no longer ‘in love’ and the difference was just that 
they had retained the delusion.



Long term romantic relationships

• Longer term many people bed down into a type of love 
that is more attachment based rather than the actively 
delusion based ‘in love’ state. 

• The health of the relationship then in many ways 
depends on the same things as in all relationships;  
mutual respect and kindness. 

• For a relationship to remain romantic there needs to 
be reasonably frequent trips back to the romantic part 
of the relationship. Reminders of what brought you 
together and why this relationship is special. 

• Relationships need to meet our need for attachment 
and belonging. We need to feel valued and loved.



In an ideal world

• When one decides to cohabit or marry it’s a 
great idea to talk about what is important in 
the relationship.

• It would be great to think about 
communication strategies to help deal with 
conflict and change in the years ahead. 

• How many people did that?



In the real world

• Most people ‘hope for the best’ and go into 
relationships using a model of how their parents 
did things, either emulating or reacting against it. 

• People usually carry with them expectations of 
how things ‘should be’. They assume that their 
partners hold the same view. They may hold 
similar views on certain topics and that can lead 
to an assumption that they agree on how most 
things ‘should be’.



Relationship Difficulties

• The biggest downfall in relationships is a loss of 
respect. This leads to changes in behaviours and 
communications that are catastrophic for relationships. 

• Major life events are times of great relationship stress. 
These can be unhappy  or expected stresses such as 
Bereavements, redundancy, or  financial problems but 
they might also be more expected or assumed happy 
stresses such as childbirth, empty nest, retirement.

• It can be easy for the romantic relationship to take 
second place to these stresses or struggle to adapt to 
the changes and get ‘lost along the way’. 



Strengthening Bonds

• At times of great stress it is especially important 
to focus on the bonds of love that exist and to 
revisit them and to strengthen them.

• What is it that makes people feel loved?

• We might assume that this is the same for 
everyone but it isn’t

• People express love in different ways and people 
receive love in different ways – these can be 
thought of as being like different languages.



Love Languages

• OK so now we’re going to have a bit of fun 
thinking about what makes US feel loved.

• We’re going to give you five minutes to fill in the 
questionnaire. Think generally about how you 
feel … don’t get caught up in thoughts of 

• ‘my partner would never do that’ …imagine if 
they did…how would you feel?

• We have to be quick – don’t think too hard 
about it and don’t discuss it. Your first thought is 
probably the most accurate



Analysis of Emotional Communication 
Styles

• So what is your preferred emotional 
communication style?

• You may have a strong preference or you 
might have a couple of preferences.

• The chances are you communicate your love 
in the way that you’d like to receive it

• Are you well matched with your partner on 
this? Might they be communicating love to 
you using a different language?



Psychological Tips for the Whole Team

• Often the focus in healthcare is either on the patient or the carer. 
Need to join these up… focus on the relationship

• Using this knowledge to understand something of our patient’s 
relationship. 

• After stroke many things change but understanding how people feel 
loved can help with goal setting.

• Think about the Languages of Love ideas, recognise how they 
communicate love and how their roles have changed. 

• Acts of Service, Quality Time, Giving /receiving gifts, Physical touch, 
Words of Affirmation can all be adapted to smaller tasks.

• Think about ways they can do smaller elements of previously valued 
parts of relationship. E.g. laying the table but maybe not able to 
help make the dinner.



Recognising

• Quality time – if recognised important. Create 
protected time

• Acts of Service – smaller things
• Gifts – smaller ways of showing the same 

emotion
• Words of affirmation – communicating value non-

verbally and not focused on achievement.
• Physical Touch – remembering that small loving 

touch is important (especially if sex was an 
important feature of their relationship)



How to start talking 

• People are surprisingly coy about talking about love despite it being the fodder of 
much of what we consume in the name of entertainment, be it films, music, TV or 
novels. 

• But there are ways into this arena if we spot them and seize them…even in the 
small talk. 

• People love to tell you that they’ve been together  30, 40 years or 
whatever….goodness that’s a long time… you must have seen a lot together.

• A good way to start is to think about how they got together.  This is often quite an 
easy narrative to draw out. So what was going on the world when you got 
together? What was it about him/her that you really liked?

• These are semi-public narratives that are usually well rehearsed. 
• Running through them with you will usually evoke some of the emotion associated 

with them. I say usually, because not always. 
• If the relationship had deteriorated before the stroke to the point of there being 

little love left then it may evoke more sorrow than joy.  
• Typically you will see people’s face ‘light up’ as they retell this, often slightly 

unlikely or humorous ‘love story’.



Goal setting conversations

• All those questions that we’re encouraged to 
ask of the individual we can ask of the couple

• “what did you enjoy doing together?”  

• “Tell me about the two of you as a couple and 
what is important to you”

• When you get them talking about their 
relationship you should hear things that give 
you clues about what their ‘love languages’ 
may be.



Take Home Message

• At times of great stress it is especially 
important to focus on and strengthen the 
bonds of love.

• When relationships are thriving physical 
health and mental health are enhanced

• When relationships are struggling the 
opposite is true.

• KEEP THE RELATIONSHIP IN MIND
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